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General instructions for safety and comfort at 

Caravan Club of Sweden (CC) campings 
 

The instructions apply to both temporary as seasonal bound guests at CC´s camping sites. 

They constitute minimum regulations and may be completed with local instructions. These 

instructions apply regardless of if the camping is a club camping or not.  

 

Since the seasonal tenant has paid their seasonal fee, the tenant is considered to have taken 

part of and accepted the terms and conditions. If everyone is following these instructions, we 

will get a safe and pleasant camping. 

1. Member/guest has obligations to get informed of and follow these instructions.  

 

2. By arrival to the camping site, notification must take place in the reception or to the 

camping host and by departure we want you to clean up the pitch. If you are not 

content with your pitch or have any feedback, we want you to contact the camping 

host so that we get a chance to correct possible errors. If someone violates the 

general instructions, the head of camping has the authority to reject the person off 

site. 

 

3. CC-members must upon request show their member card. Other guests must be able 

to show international camping cards (CCI) or collaborators member cards to obtain 

member pricing.  

 

4.   The camping site is to be designed so that it cannot be seen as a summerhouse-

area or storage site for uninhabited camping vehicles. The club camping pitches are 

intended for time resident and recreation which means that permanent residence is 

not allowed.  

Standby tent or similar solutions like “nail tents” is not allowed at CC national camping 

sites. 

 

5. Caravan Club promotes mobility at its leisure facilities and that the facilities should be 

open and available to members without a seasonal place. 

 

6. Members are not to interpret their assigned pitch as an annually recurring fixed pitch. 

The national- or section board has the right to move a seasonal pitch tenant to 

another pitch for a new season, when the board find it suitable. The Caravan Club 

National board (national campsites) and section board decides about the seasonal 

length and what is included in the season fee.  

 

7. The seasonal pitch that has temporarily been left by a seasonal tenant, will be 

available to other guests without compensation from the camping administration for 

leasing to another guest. Seasonal tenant must notify the camping administration 

during which period that the place will be available, and it must be easily accessed to 

other guests. 

 

8. The camping vehicle must be registered and inspected accordingly to the vehicle 

regulation chapter 6. The owner of the vehicle is responsible for these requirements 

to be met. 
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9. CC require that LPG/gas test is performed on all the members camping vehicles 

yearly. If any issues with the LPG/gas equipment, it must be fixed immediately. 

During this time, the LPG/gas equipment cannot be in use. Only two gas cylinders of 

approximately 11 kg each or a total volume corresponding to 60 litres is allowed to be 

stored in respective camping vehicle and per parade-ground/pitch.  

 

10. At electrical connection, only approved cable for outdoor is accepted. It shall be of 

HO7RN-F standard or equivalent. The cable area must be 3 x 2,5 mm2 and the length 

of the cable must be maximum of 25 meters. The connected vehicle should be of 

industrial type (blue) with 16A rated current. Any cord wire must be completely rolled 

out and electrical supplies in the awnings must be approved for outdoor use 

 

11. The distance between two camping vehicles or between camping vehicles and a tent 

should be at least four meters. The distance between two tents should be at least 

three meters. By camping vehicle is meant a caravan or motorhome including an tent 

or similar. It is your own responsibility as a guest to ensure that distances to your 

neighbours are maintained.  

This is in accordance with the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency's – MSBs 

recommendations.  

 

12. During summer season ending, a closed wastewater vessel for the camping vehicle 

must be used. Wintertime a bucket or likewise is to be used.  

 

13. Residents of the camping must show consideration. Silence must be observed 

between 23:00-07:00. Local deviations may occur by weekends or common 

arrangements.  

 

14. Ball play is allowed on specified locations. 

 

15. Pets must be kept in leash. Areas for walking/play with pets are the ones located for 

this purpose or outside the camping site.  

 

16. Personal hygiene-, dish-, wash- and vehicle is to be performed on locations 

designated for the purpose.  

 

17. Garbage, latrine, and greywater is to be emptied on designated locations.  

 

18. Great caution and consideration must be advised during barbeque and fire. One-time-

use grill is to be used on protective ground. Used one-time-use grills and used coal is 

therefore designated vessels. Avoid using lighter fluid, if possible, Use electric lighters 

or ignition blocks as alternatives. 

 

19. Private sales activity, commercial, exhibition, display and therefore coherent 

businesses may not exist on the camping site. Exceptions may be considered by the 

national/sectional board.  

 

20. Rental or sale of the camping vehicle with associated place or transfer of disposition 

rights of the place is not allowed. 

 

21. Do not disturb the calm of the camping site with motor vehicles more than necessary. 

Top speed is walking pace (maximum of 10 kph (km/h) ). 
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22. The association is not responsible for any damage or loss of a member/guest 

property. 

 

23. Any malformations must be reported directly to the camping host. If any violates the 

camping rules, the camping host has the authority to immediately reject the 

concerned from the camping site and report to the boarder. 

 

24. A member should only have a booking at a leisure facility. Each booking must have 

contact details that correspond to the person who will actually dispose of a place. 

 

25. Guide for which individuals may dispose or not dispose the seasonal tenants camping 

vehicle:  

* applies to single nights not entire holiday periods 

1. CC-member All family members of the season 
pitch tenant with the same 
registered address. * 

May dispose within the 
same fee 

2. CC-member The season pitch tenant´s children 
that has moved away from home 
and has another registered 
address. * 

May dispose within the 
same fee 

3. CC-member Parent to the season pitch tenant 
with another registered address 
other than the season place 
tenant. * 

May dispose within the 
same fee 

4. CC-member Other family members, for 
example grandchildren or in-laws 
to another season pitch tenant. 

May dispose with new 
camping fee 

5. CC-member Another CC-member that has no 
connection to the season pitch 
tenant. 

May dispose with new 
camping fee 

6. Not CC-
member 

Guest or own children or parent 
when the season pitch tenant is 
staying in the camping vehicle. 

May dispose for the same 
fee 

7. Not CC-
member 

Guest, or own children or parent 
when the season pitch tenant is 
not staying in the camping vehicle. 

May not dispose 

8. Not CC-
member 

Other person without any 
connection to the season pitch 
tenant, for example rental. 

May not dispose 

 


